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ABSTRACT
We present a curriculum for computer science outreach using
Game Maker. This curriculum has been adapted over six iterations
of a 10-week, middle school apprenticeship on Game Design and
Development. Through multiple iterations we have adjusted for
many of the issues one could expect to encounter when running a
similar outreach program. While many outreach curricula are
independent from coursework, our video game design curriculum
is targeted to address generalized student learning objectives
(Math and English Language Arts) and designed for integration
into middle school classrooms. We demonstrate that students’
language arts and math classroom performance have improved
with participation in this apprenticeship.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information
Science Education – curriculum, computer science education.

General Terms
Curriculum design, middle school

Keywords
Education, middle school, game design and development

1. INTRODUCTION
Among high school students taking the national Advanced
Placement Computer Science exam, only 17% are women and the
combined percentage for African-American and Hispanic students
is about 6% (Durndell, 2000). This discrepancy in race and gender
representation in Computer Science, as compared to the general
population, is referred to as the digital divide. The STARS
Alliance (starsalliance.org), an organization that spans 32 schools
in the United States, is working to close the digital divide in
computing disciplines through multi-faceted interventions, many
of which are targeted at K-14 students. Through the STARS
Alliance, we have been conducting game development outreach to
middle and high school students every semester from Fall 2006 to
the present. Our work has evolved into a computing after-school
program for middle school students. We believe, as Margolis
suggests, that one way to close the digital divide is to help
students move from learning how to use technology to learning
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how to create technology (2003). This philosophy is central to our
outreach, where we help students become creators.
We partner with Citizen Schools, a non-profit organization that
offers after-school services to middle school children with the
long-term goal of teaching leadership and professional skills
through apprenticeships, which are hands-on learning experiences
with experts (citizenschools.org). For the past six semesters, we
have led a Citizen Schools game design and development
apprenticeship that teaches students how to develop a game
prototype using Game Maker (yoyogames.com). Game Maker is
an object-oriented programming environment that provides
students with a drag-and-drop interface for creating the
functionality of their object classes, which control in-game items.
This software enables inexperienced students to learn high-level
aspects of computing without being overwhelmed by issues of
syntax. In this paper, we present our lessons learned over six
semesters of outreach, our refined curriculum, and report on our
program’s effectiveness at improving student performance in
standard curriculum as compared to other apprenticeships.

2. RELATED WORK
Games can be used to motivate students to engage in their
coursework and to foster interest in programming (Repenning,
2007; Cliburn 2008, Kurvovsky 2007). It has been shown that
using games to teach computer science concepts and providing
students with game-based homework assignments results in
higher class attendance (Burd, 2007), better grades, and increased
student retention (Clua, 2006). Perhaps this is because games
provide a context that many students can relate to, making the
abstract ideas of computer science more socially relevant and
grounded. The potential of games as a pedagogical tool has
motivated a surge in game-based learning to clarify confusing
concepts (Barnes et al., 2007, Leutenneger, 2007, Sweedyk, 2005)
and tool development to increase student engagement (Bayliss,
2006, Clua et al., 2006). The results of research on the use of
games in the computing curriculum suggest they are both popular
with college students and effective: after departments began to
implement game-based curriculums, professors noted an
appreciable difference in attendance and retention, with students
strongly preferring game-based assignments (Cliburn, 2008, Clua
et al., 2006). Additionally, many students state that their reason
for enrolling in a computer science program was due to their
desire to create games (Parberry et al. 2005, Wallace et al., 2009).
At the middle school level, where the goal is to generate future
interest in computing, not to teach technical programming skills,
games are a particularly promising tool. As a result, in our
outreach sessions, we teach programming logic and structure and
avoid overtly introducing programming syntax, which we feel
may turn students away from the field rather than attract them.

3. EVOLUTION OF A PROGRAM
3.1 Single-Session Outreach
We began with single session outreach sessions at the middle,
high school, and early college levels from 2007-2009. Our focus
for these sessions was on the “My First Game” tutorial, provided
by YoYoGames, which features a simple game called “Catch the
Clown.” During these sessions, students responded best when we
encouraged them to make mistakes rather than avoid it. For
instance, when students first ran the game, the clown began
moving in a random direction…right off the edge of the screen.
Instantly hands were raised and students cried out “He went off
the screen!” Calmly, we replied, “well, did you tell him not to?”
What better way to teach the concepts of collision and AI than by
showing the effects of not including necessary code? This resulted
in our intentional inclusion of several guided errors in our
curriculum. These errors encourage the students to utilize
debugging logic, familiarize themselves with how game elements
look when they go wrong, and avoid similar errors in the future.

3.2 Extended Outreach – First Iteration
In Spring 2009, we began teaching our first 10-week Game Maker
Apprenticeship with Citizen Schools. Our aim in this initial foray
into extended outreach was to give our apprentices a full
understanding of the game design and development process. We
made several mistakes, including
 Forming unreliable student pairs
 Allowing students to make any game they wished
 Not managing student expectations
We chose to have students work in pairs to model the success of
pair programming in computing college courses. However, this
did not work well for this iteration, as certain students were absent
frequently or dropped out of the program. In these cases, some
students were left without a partner and struggled to keep up with
the pace of the apprenticeship. Had we worked with our Citizen
Schools partners to identify students with behavioral and
attendance issues, we could have likely reduced the impact of
these issues. Additionally, had our lessons been more generalized,
the absence of one partner from a group would not have resulted
in that group falling behind.
Allowing students to make any game they could imagine meant
we had to provide different instruction for each pair of students.
All nine student pairs had their own game idea, varying from
platform-based games to basketball games. To accommodate this,
we had to have nine separate lessons every week to address the
completely different games being made. While one group was
learning how to add combat into their game, another was learning
how to make a scrolling background. With only two instructors,
we were quickly overwhelmed.
The largest problem we faced were student attitudes towards the
apprenticeship. Students joined expecting to make Halo while we
would have been impressed with Space Invaders. Young students,
with no way of knowing how complex programming and game
development can be, will have unrealistic expectations of what
they can create in ten weeks. Our students had lofty goals for their
games and, when they were unable to attain these goals in tenweeks, they grew increasingly disappointed and frustrated
throughout the apprenticeship.

3.3 Extended Outreach – Second Iteration
Based on the lessons learned in Spring 2010, we updated our
approach to include more structure and more development time.
Our primary focus during the Fall 2009 apprenticeship was to
keep the students’ ideas in check by making it clear to them the
results they could expect by the end of the apprenticeship to avoid
disappointment with their final products. We managed student
expectations most effectively by showing them sample Game
Maker games and avoiding referencing unfamiliar games.
To help create realistic expectations, we asked students to imagine
they were working for a game design company. Students were
asked to utilize the ten-week program to create prototype games
that we could then play test to select our next big title. It was
stressed that prototypes focus on the core game play mechanics
rather than artwork and appearances. By informing students that
they would be creating testable prototypes, rather than complete
games, they had far more realistic expectations.
We limited the number of game types students could choose to
make to three, which still let students feel they could choose what
to make but helped reduce our preparation and support loads.
Student groups could choose to make a platformer, a scrolling
shooter, or a dungeon crawler. This allowed us to prepare just
three lesson plans per session, rather than one for each student
group. It also made it possible to maintain student pairs, because
if a student’s partner left the program they could easily join
another pair working on the same type of game rather than be left
with the task of completing an entirely unique game on their own.
Interestingly, groups making games within the same genre still
felt their resulting game was unique and expressed their own
creative ideas – even if many of the differences were only in the
selected graphics. The end result was that students this session
appeared to be far more satisfied with their final products than
students in the previous session. We continued using this variation
of our curriculum through Spring 2011.

3.4 Extended Outreach – Third Iteration
In Fall 2011 several changes were made to our existing
curriculum. Most importantly, the games were limited to one
game type – the dungeon crawler game. This change allowed for
more focused lessons to the whole group followed by independent
work by each student team. With this new approach, our
curriculum resembles more of a traditional teaching style and
better fits the Citizen Schools guidelines to focus on depth of
subject.
In both of our previous iterations, we had many lessons where
students simply followed along with the steps the instructors were
completing. To amend this, we began placing more emphasis on
instruction time and connecting with the students in order to help
them better relate to the material and enable them to complete
more tasks independently. Each lesson changed from having one
primary goal to be completed to having a small lesson paired with
a series of activities featuring a decreasing level of instructor
guidance. This curriculum combines the lessons learned from six
semesters of outreach and is our recommended curriculum.

4. RECOMMENDED CURRICULUM
Here we present an overview of our 10-week curriculum, which
incorporates the lessons learned from our experiences. It was
developed to engage 15-20 students in a once-per-week game
development apprenticeship for 10 weeks. The goal of the
curriculum is to foster student creation of technology, rather than

student use of technology, as a way of attracting middle school
students to computing and improving their overall classroom
performance. Each 80-minute lesson follows the same basic
structure including set objectives, a hook, a mini-lesson, activities,
and a final check for understanding.
Table 1: Curriculum Scope and Sequence

Lesson 1:
Catch the
Clown

Lesson 2:
Main
Characters
and Basic
Levels

Lesson 3:
Treasures
and Goals

Lesson 4:
Sprites
and
Advanced
Levels
Lesson 5:
Enemies
and Title
Screens

Lesson 6:
Attacks
and
Advanced
Enemies

Lesson 7:
Variables
and Loops

Lesson 8:
Play
Testing

Lesson 9:
The
Elevator
Pitch


























































Introductions
Hook: Favorite game
Mini-lesson: Game Development Process
Activity 0: Play Catch the Clown
Activity 1: Create Game Objects
Activity 2: Debug Game
Activity 3: Expand Game
Check for Understanding (CfU): Exit Ticket
Hook: Favorite main character
Mini-lesson: What a main character does
Activity 1: Create a placeholder character
Activity 2: Create user interactions
Activity 3: Create basic level
CfU: Review main character purpose and vocabulary
Hook: Best in-game reward
Mini-lesson: The purpose of rewards in games
Activity 1: Create treasure that adds points
Activity 2: Create goal points
Activity 3: Create additional levels
CfU: Review if-then logic and pseudo-code
Hook: Best art in a game
Mini-lesson: Importance of art in game design
Activity 1: Have pictures taken
Activity 2: Create advanced levels
Activity 3: Tie levels together
CfU: Review game art’s value, explain game structure
Hook: Best game enemies
Mini-lesson: How enemies affect game difficulty
Activity 1: Create Title Screen
Activity 2: Create Lives controller
Activity 3: Create basic enemy
CfU: Review pseudo-coding, discuss enemy importance
Hook: Best game ability
Mini-lesson: Balancing game attacks and enemies
Activity 1: Group pseudo-codes attacks and advanced
enemies
Activity 2: Implement attacks
Activity 3: Implement advanced enemies
CfU: Review balancing and pseudo-coding principles
Hook: Best super power
Mini-lesson: How power-ups impact a game
Activity 1: Group pseudo-coding
Activity 2: Implement 360 attack
Activity 3: Add power up to game
CfU: Discuss pseudo-code, variable, and looping
Hook: What we’ve learned
Mini-lesson: Game design from beginning to end
Activity 1: Finish all art assets
Activity 2: Finish all level design
Activity 3: Play test game completely
CfU: Discuss game design process
Hook: A time we’ve spoken for an audience
Mini-lesson: Watch 6th grader T.Suarez’s TEDx talk
Activity 1: Lecture on presentations, pitches, and
constructive criticism
Activity 2: Prepare elevator pitches
Activity 3: Practice & critique pitches with partner
CfU: Present pitches for the class

Lesson
10:
Final
Practice








Hook: Practice pitches
Mini-lesson: Review set up for final presentation
Activity 1: Final Play Test
Activity 2: Practice Group 1
Activity 3: Practice Group 2
CfU: Discuss final presentations, congratulate students

4.1 In Depth Look at a Lesson
To provide a better explanation of how our Lessons cover
materials and address certain classroom concerns, we present an
in-depth look at one of the lesson plans from the curriculum –
Lesson 2: Main Characters and Basic Levels.

4.1.1 Overview
Students will create player-controlled game objects that will serve
as the main character of games. These objects will be controlled
by keyboard interactions, which the students will program.
Students will also create some basic, initial levels for their main
characters to navigate.

4.1.2 Objectives

 Explain the uses of specific technological instruments and tools
used in the apprenticeship
 Define technical terms and vocabulary associated with the
apprenticeship

4.1.3 Connections
This lesson will focus on some key concepts in Computer Science
including if-then statements and pseudo code

4.1.4 Materials





A data projector capable of connecting to a laptop
A projection screen
Dry erase board and markers
Enough computers for students to work in pairs

4.1.5 Lesson Preparation

 Space: Any classroom space is fine, but it is ideal to have space
where students can easily sit side by side in pairs. Access to
functional power outlets is helpful when working with laptops.
 Group: Students will be divided into pairs for this lesson; these
pairs will remain consistent throughout the apprenticeship.
 Resources: Computers should have Game Maker already
installed as well as pre-formatted sprite images. Ideally, the
Game Maker short cut and the sprite images folder should be
located on the desktop.

4.1.6 Hook: Who is your favorite main character?

 Do Now / Warm Up – Instructors introduce themselves and
their favorite main character. We then go around the classroom,
having each student introduce him- or her-self and state his or
her favorite main character. Students can name any character,
even if they are not from a video game, but cannot repeat a
character that has already been named.
 Transition – After sharing their favorite main character, we ask
students what it is that makes those characters their favorites. It
is likely that all student answers will mention contributions
main characters make to games, stories, and television shows.
We will use these responses to talk about what contributions a
main character makes to a video game during the Mini-Lesson.
 Student Perspective – Students might mock each other over
their favorite characters. However, it should be emphasized that
everyone has different preferences on characters, video games,
and almost everything in life. One of the strengths of game

design is the ability to make a game that includes all of the
things one likes while leaving out the things they do not.

Mini-Lesson: What a Main Character does
The instructor gives an overview of what a main character does in
general, and within the context of a video game. The focus should
be on how main characters further plots, change stories, and create
atmosphere in games. Possible examples are Mario (whose
relationship with Princess Peach drives the game’s plot), and The
Hero of Oakvale from Fable (where the main character’s choices
change the story).

4.1.7 Activity 1: Create the Game Object
This will be a group-based activity with the Instructor leading by
completing the task where it can be seen on the projector.
Students should follow along, completing the steps with their
partner on their computers, and participate in the discussion.
1. Create a placeholder sprite for the main character. This can
be done as a group with students taking the lead, using the
skills they learned in Lesson 1.
2. Associate the new sprite with a new game object . Again,
students provide the steps based on the previous lesson.
3. Students should repeat the above steps, on their own, to
create the Wall object.
4. Instructor should confirm that students have completed step
three, and review the process one more time to ensure each
student grasps how to create sprites and objects.
 Students might get caught up in what image is used for their
Main Character. If this happens, remind them that a future
lesson will focus on creating custom sprites using the students’
own pictures and that these will then serve as the main
characters, so art should not be a focus right now.

4.1.8 Activity 2: Program User Interaction
We will now add user interactions to the main character game
object; these will control how the character moves when certain
buttons are pressed.
1. Instructors talk through the code that controls the main
character movement and write this out as pseudo code
2. Students implement the pseudo code in Game Maker,
adding in movement for Up, Down, Left, and Right when
the corresponding arrow keys are pressed
3. Have students create a basic room where they place walls
and their character to test the new interactions. Students
should rapidly realize that their character can walk off the
screen and through walls.
4. Talk through the pseudo code for what actions should occur
when the main character collides with the wall
5. Students will implement the pseudo code made in step four

2. Have the students create their own, unique rooms that will
serve as the game levels. Maze-like layouts are a great place
to start.
3. Ask the students to share what new features and design
decisions they made.
At this point in the apprenticeship, students will not yet be able to
connect their levels to have one, linear game. Let the students
know that this will be done in the future, but for now they will
have to test each room separately.

4.1.9 Check for Understanding

 Ask students what the steps are to create a new game object.
 Ask students what role a main character serves in a game.
 Ask students to state what the pseudo code is for telling a
character to speed up when the Space Bar is held.
 Ask students what other activities a game object could have,
previewing Lesson 3 on Treasure and Goals.

4.2 Lesson Breakdown
As previously noted, lessons all follow the same basic format.
Lesson 1 differs slightly with additional introductions and an extra
activity that take up 10 minutes of the lesson time. Lessons 8 and
9 have a slightly different focus, but otherwise the format is the
same. Here we will discuss the primary components of each
lesson plan and what they contribute to our curriculum.

4.2.1 The Hook
Each lesson begins with an initial, 10 minute Hook activity. The
purpose of the hook is three-fold. First, it provides an opportunity
to learn (and remember) the names of students participating in the
program. Secondly, it forms a connection between the students,
their interests, and the subject matter of the day’s lesson. Finally,
it provides an important way for instructors to evaluate student
improvement in speaking to an audience. Each Hook invites the
students to introduce themselves to the class and share an opinion
relating to a certain prompt.
For example during the Hook from Lesson 2 (detailed in 4.1.6), a
student who selects Mario as their favorite main character
probably likes cartoon-style, platform games while a student who
selects Master Chief from the Halo series is likely partial to firstperson shooter style games with high levels of combat. By
identifying these preferences through the Hook activity,
instructors can better connect to the students and help guide them
in making a game that will suit their personal tastes.

Using pseudo code at this point helps make a connection beyond
Game Maker to Computer Science in general. This also helps
establish good problem solving practices, as students are
encouraged to think about a solution before implementing it.

Early in the apprenticeship, the Hook is handled informally. As
the program continues, slight changes are made to provide
students with experience presenting. These changes include
standing up, removing hands from pockets, and projecting voices.
A new change to how the Hook response must be provided is
added each week until students are responding in a manner that
closely reflects how they will deliver their final presentations. In
this way, students are practicing for these presentations
throughout the apprenticeship, not just in the final two lessons.

4.1.8.1 Activity 3: Create Basic Levels

4.2.2 Mini-Lesson

Students should now have a moveable main character that cannot
walk through walls. Students should use the objects they have
created to design and implement new levels to navigate.
1. Do a quick refresher on how to create a new room and place
elements inside

From the Hook, each lesson moves into a 10 minute Mini-Lesson.
The Mini-Lesson addresses one component related to the overall
lesson plan. Mini-Lessons seek to provide context for the students
to help them better understand how their apprenticeship activities
are relevant to Game Design as a field.
By using the student responses from the Hook within the MiniLesson, the material has a direct connection to student interests,

thus engaging them in what is otherwise more of a lecture than a
hands-on component.

4.2.3 Activities
Lesson activities provide the hands-on component to our
curriculum. Each Activity engages the students and requires their
participation on computers. Activities total 55 minutes of each
lesson. We provide a breakdown of time for each below, but these
times sometimes differ due to the specific needs of a lesson.

4.2.3.1 Activity 1: We do (10 minutes)
This activity is referred to as the “we do” activity, which means
the instructors complete the steps with the students following
along. The instructor completes each step in Game Maker on their
computer, which is projected for the students to see. Students
follow along on their computers as the instructors complete each
step of the activity. Activity 1 always provides the basic
knowledge necessary for completing the Lesson.

4.2.3.2 Activity 2: We do/ You do (20 minutes)
Activity 2 is the “we do/you do” activity, building on Activity 1 to
create a new, more complex game element. Instructors prompt
the students here, but students are expected to determine the
proper steps and their order. Instructors will ask the students what
steps are necessary and guide them in the right direction as they
seek to complete these steps. This work is done with a group
discussion, where students are provided the opportunity to help
each other and amend one another’s incorrect responses. Only
when the group reaches a consensus for the next step do we
actually move forward into implementation.
Activity 2 is also where we incorporate pseudo code. For many
Lessons, in the “we do” portion of the activity, instructors present
and explain pseudo code to the students. The students then
complete the “you do” portion by implementing that pseudo code
within the Game Maker environment. The interaction that
instructors have with the students during Activity 2 helps to
maintain the classroom pace and ensure that students keep up with
and understand the material.

4.2.3.3 Activity 3: You do (25 minutes)
The third and final activity builds upon the topics covered in the
previous two activities as well as those from all previous Lessons.
During Activity 3, students are given a task to complete and then
left on their own to complete it. In order to ensure that students
are challenging themselves and truly mastering the material,
rather than simply relying on their instructors, we use the first 510 minutes of Activity 3 for students to work with their partners
with no instructor input. We have seen that, when given the
option, students will tend to ask for help before they attempt to
recall on their own how to complete a task. By leaving the
students to their own devices for the first part of Activity 3, we
encourage them to explore what they are capable of doing
independently. Often, no instructor help is needed.

4.2.4 Check for Understanding
The Check for Understanding is a means of assessing how well
the concepts taught in a lesson were understood by the students.
This component of a lesson can take a variety of forms, including
formal “Exit Tickets” that serve as written evaluation of the
topics. We initially intended for our curriculum to utilize Exit
Tickets, but found that the students did not enjoy completing what
was, essentially, a quiz after 75 minutes of instruction, so we
adopted a more informal method.

Our Check for Understanding is a series of “teach-back” questions
where the students are prompted to explain certain concepts in
their own terms, walk through the steps of how to complete a task,
or describe some insight they had during the lesson. If students
struggle to respond to teach-back questions, it allows instructors
to adjust their plans to cover the topics later in more depth. The
Check for Understanding is also used to preview the next lesson
with questions as shown in Lesson 2 (section 4.1.10).

5. RESULTS
Working with Citizen Schools, we have collected data from Fall
2009-Spring 2011, four of our six previous iterations of this
apprenticeship. While our intent is to encourage a lifelong student
interest and enthusiasm for computing, our short-term goal is to
help middle school students improve performance courses as we
believe that doing so will provide us with a better basis for
encouraging the integration of our curriculum into classrooms as
part of the standard school-day.
In the four semesters for which we have data, we have
consistently achieved improvement of below-B grades and
maintenance of A-B grades among students in both English
Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics (the only courses with
data collected through Citizen Schools). To better evaluate our
performance, we compare our results to the average results from
all Citizen Schools Apprenticeships. This allows us to compare
our results to other, similar after school programs. These results
do not include our most recent iteration for which our
recommended curriculum was implemented. However, our
version of the curriculum seeks to address shortcomings from our
previous iterations including those that exist in the results
presented here and we are confident that it is the strongest version
of our work to date.
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Figure 1: Fall ‘09 percentage who maintained/improved grade
From Fall 2009 (Figure 1) and Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 (Figure 2),
we show high percentages of both grade maintenance and
improvement, consistently exceeding the average performance of
other apprenticeships. In addition, students in our apprenticeship
demonstrated growth in both oral communication and leadership
skills (Figure 4). In Spring 2011, 100% of our apprenticeship
students maintained their A or B math grades. While no grade
improvement is shown for this iteration, it is important to note that
only 2 students were making below a B in ELA and only 3 in
math, with such a small population as candidates for grade
improvement we cannot draw strong conclusions, either positive
or negative, regarding this particular measure (Figure 3).

hope is to see our apprenticeship alumni engaging in higher levels
of math and science with strong grades.
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